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A volkrog puppy opened his eyes for the first time.  All he could see was light, and his eyes burned.  He 

closed them. 

“What is wrong young one?” a soft voice spoke in his head. 

“I do not know,” he replied, thinking the words in his head. 

“Is it the bright light?” the voice asked. 

“What is light?” he replied. 

He heard a strange noise with his ears, like someone or something was saying “How-oo-oo.” 

The puppy jumped and shook with fear. 

“Do not fear, that was your father.  He is happy you are feeling well,” the voice said. 

“My father?” the puppy asked. 

“Yes, your father.  He loves you very much, and is very happy you are well,” the soft voice 

said.  “The light brings life.  It fills the sky, providing the world with brightness, providing the realm of 

Zhavirsto with warmth, and the plants with food.  Without the light, everything would be cold and dark, 

and life as we know it would end.” 

The word or thought of Zhavirsto, which sounded strange to him, like jha-VIR-sta, brought to his 

mind the idea of the entire earth.  Everything from the cave in which he sat to the great forest, to the high 

jagged mountain peaks, and beyond. It was all part of the Realm of Zhavirsto. 

“I do not know the words you are saying, but I understand your meaning.  How can that be?” the 

puppy asked. 

“We do not communicate with words.  We share concepts and ideas.  You are still a puppy, and 

you have never seen a tree, but I can share with you the concept and an image of a tree, and your mind 

understands.” 

It was true; the puppy could see the image of a tall, thick brown thing stuck in the ground, and 

shooting up to the sky.  The top of the brown thing branched out into smaller shoots, which his mind 

termed ‘branches’ as soon as he thought of them.  These branches were covered in small green things, 



which his mind named ‘leaves.’  Excited to see a tree for himself, the puppy tried to stand, but his legs 

were so wobbly that he fell to the earth. 

“Easy, Sykar,” the soft voice said.  “You are yet too small and weak to stand.  You need to allow 

yourself to grow stronger before you can move.” 

Sykar, he liked the sound.  

“I am Sykar,” the puppy said, “And you are my mother.” 

“Yes, my young son,” Mother said. 

“And we are volkrogs,” Sykar said. 

“Yes, we look similar to our cousin, the wolf, in every regard except our horn,” Mother said. 

Sykar opened his eyes in excitement.  His mother stood looking down at him.  Behind her light 

spilled into the cave.  He looked at his mother.  Her gray and white fur coat looked warm and inviting; her 

amber-colored eyes were soft and kind.  A curved horn protruded out of the center of her forehead. 

His eyes closed on their own.  He tried to force them open, but his fatigue was more powerful 

than his strength. 

“I want to see all of Zhavirsto, every tree, every animal, every wonder of our world,” Sykar 

said.  His body may be tired, but his mind was wide-awake.  He was already planning all of his 

adventures; everywhere he would go, everything he would see. 

“Zhavirsto is a vast world, with many dangers, and you are just a pup,” Mother cautioned. 

“But I want to see it all,” he protested. 

“Sleep now, and when you are stronger, I will take you exploring,” Mother said. 

“But mom, I am too excited to sleep,” Sykar said. 

“Then think about all the wonderful adventures you will have,” Mother said. 

 


